
Welcome back to school! 
We are so pleased to welcome you into Year 1.  Your teachers this year will be Miss Carr,  Miss Kelly, 

Mrs Ellis, Mrs Millington, Mrs Clarke and Mrs Moxon.  We are going to learn lots and more importantly 

have a fabulous time. In this newsletter, you’ll find everything you’ll need to know to have a successful 

autumn term. 

Things you’ll need   

Monday  Diary and reading books  New reading books given out 

PE kit (Indoor kit)  

Tuesday Diary and reading books   

Wednesday Diary and reading books   

Thursday Diary and reading books  P.E Kit (Indoor Kit)  

Friday   Diary and reading books  Reading books collected 

Spelling test.  

Maths homework completed  

P.E kit  

PE will be taught indoors and outdoors.  

Indoor P.E kit: Plain white t-shirt , plain black shorts and 

pumps  

Outdoor P.E kit: Plain white t-shirt, plain 

black/blue tracksuit pants and trainers. 

This term, we will learning about gymnastics so we will 

only need our indoor kit. 

Miss Carr’s PE: Thursday PM 

Miss Kelly’s PE: Monday PM  

Our learning in Autumn 1  

 In English, we will  be learning to use our ‘Fred fingers’ to help us write and spell words. Then we will be looking at what different parts make up a sentence.  

We will be reading stories such as ‘My Beautiful Voice’ and ‘The Smartest Giant in Town.’  

 In maths, we’ll be practising writing and reading numbers up to 50. We will also be looking at place value and what the different numbers mean such as tens and 

ones. We will be representing the tens and ones by using counters and drawing them. 

 In religion, we will be learning about the dignity of the human person. We will also be looking at our families, who is in our family and the Holy Family.  

 In humanities, we will be focusing on geography. We will be looking at what countries and cities are in the UK, being able to understand a compass and the posi-

tional location of these cities in the UK and what features are in a city, town and village. 

 In Science, we will be learning about everyday materials. We will be investigating and using our scientific enquiry skills to understand the properties of these  

materials and the purpose of them.   

 In Art, we will be learning about texture. We will be creating a collage and therefore will need to understand the different uses of textures and the purposes of 

them. 

 In Design and Technology, we will be learning about mechanisms, sliders and leavers. We will be understanding how to make a moving picture.  

 In music, we will be listening to different music and understanding the different instruments used in songs and recognising how they make us feel. 

Dress to impress 

We take great pride in our 

school and our uniform . 

Please make sure you’re 

wearing full school uni-

form at all times. This 

includes your Always 

Badge and Book Bag. 

Please bring a bottle of 

water to school everyday 

We use Class Dojo to reward our children, showcase our 

learning and send reminders. Please check this regular-

ly for events and key dates. Dojo will not be used for  

private messaging so if you have any issues please write 

in the child’s diary or if urgent then ring the office. 

Please sign up ASAP by following the 

instructions via email link.  

Trip: Failsworth locality 

walk  

Miss Carr—27/9/22 

Miss Kelly—30/9/22  

Day of Dead: 1/11/2022 

More information to be 

sent out prior the date. 

Entry & Dismissal 

Entry: Year 1 will line up at the 

left pencils. We will walk in 

through the double doors. 

Dismissal: We will be  

dismissing from classroom 

doors so please walk around 

the yard to the year 1 rooms. 


